Recommendation for
Parents
Building a future

Overview
Professional career guidance
for students aged 13 to 15, grades 7 and 8,
snack included
The Styrian Economic Chamber provides the
Talentcheck to classes for €15 per student
(Costs of single application incl. consulting:
€190)
Preliminary questions are to be answered online
at your school (prior to the Talentcheck) and
half a day at the Talentcenter for school classes
of up to 48 students
Talentreport about each student’s strengths and
talents as well as specific suggestions for
suitable career opportunities and different
educational paths, accessible at
www.talentcenter.at
Recommended for career guidance by the
Styrian Board of Education

Benefits
In collaboration with the University of Graz,
strengths and talents are identified based on the
latest scientific findings
Talentreport: Easy-to-understand results
presented in written and graphic form
Comprehensive career counselling including a
list of suggestions with suitable career
opportunities and different educational paths

Through education, young people lay the
foundation for their future careers as well as their
overall life path. When it comes to choosing the
right direction, personal interests and talents are
important indicators. The talents particularly
pronounced in each student can be determined by
taking the Talentcheck at the Talentcenter. It also
provides recommendations for prospective courses
of education and career paths.

You made it!
Congratulations! Your child has recently completed
the Talentcheck with his/her classmates at the
Talentcenter. Prior to the Talentcheck,
preliminary questions about personal interests had
to be answered online at school. At the
Talentcenter, your child’s cognitive abilities,
motor functions, general skills and job-related
knowledge were tested.

What next?
The results are summarised in the Talentreport. It
contains the individual results of all the testing
stations your child passed through as well as
specific suggestions for career opportunities
utilising different educational paths. Your child’s
Talentreport is accessible at www.talentcenter.at
(LOGIN Talentreport) using his/her individually
created login data. You can either look at it online
or download and print it out. Please also make use
of our Key to reading the Talentreport, which you
can find on our homepage.

We value your trust
We want to thank you for the trust you have
placed in us and ensure you that all collected data
will be treated confidentially. Personalised data
are accessible to the student alone and will not be
disclosed to a third party. 36 months after the
Talentcheck your child’s test results will be
rendered anonymous, making it impossible for
them to be attributed to a specific person. Thanks
to our cooperation with the University of Graz, we
can also guarantee you that the procedures used
for our professional career guidance are objective,
highly informative, and based on scientific
principles.

